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PLANNING & PRICING

It’s important to understand the cost of your house 
fully before you begin construction. Throughout 

the project, we give updated comprehensive 
estimates to minimize any surprises.

“We strive to understand your budget, wants and 
needs in order to create your perfect home.

1 LAND &  

SITE ANALYSIS

No other piece of land is just like yours. 
Each site offers unique attributes that 
define your future home’s relationship 
with its environment. This is why our 
process always starts with your land.

“ We take pride in designing each home to 
mold seamlessly with its site. We maximize 
each site’s best qualities and help minimize 
any flaws.”

2 CUSTOM DESIGN
After we have analyzed your site and have had extensive 
discussions with you, our Architects bring your home to 
life as a concept sketch accompanied by a cost estimate.

“ Our expertise lies in bringing each client’s 
unique vision to life through the most 
extraordinary designs.”

4PANELIZATION  
& FABRICATION

Construction drawings are digitally broken down and  
labeled into individual components. These components 

are manufactured in the optimal conditions of our 
climate-controlled indoor environment.

6 AFTER CARE & 
OWNER SERVICES

“ Unlike other companies, we don’t leave  
you after construction. We’re happy to 
provide information, update ideas  
and replacement parts long after 
 you’ve moved in.”

We will continue to support your investment long after  
you have moved into your beautiful, new home. With  
your house plans safely stored in our archives for 
reference, we will be here to help you renovate  
and enhance your home for years to come.

6 STEPS TO YOUR DREAM HOME

Acorn Deck House Company Call today to schedule a free consultation: 800-727-3325

5

CONSTRUCTION

“ Your builder follows our plans to assemble each 
provided component into a weather-tight shell.  
He will then make sure your home is finished just 
how you envisioned.”

After being fabricated in our factory, we ship your 
Acorn Deck House Component Package to be 
assembled and finished by your builder on site.

”

“Our craftsmen have years of experience in 
producing the highest quality components 

to complete your custom home.”


